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Modern web search engines use many signals to select and rank results in response to queries. However,
searchers’ mental models of search are relatively unsophisticated, hindering their ability to use search engines
efficiently and effectively. Annotating results with more in-depth explanations could help, but search engine
providers need to know what to explain. To this end, we report on a study of searchers’ mental models of web
selection and ranking, with more than 400 respondents to an online survey and 11 face-to-face interviews.
Participants volunteered a range of factors and showed good understanding of important concepts such as
popularity, wording, and personalization. However, they showed little understanding of recency or diversity
and incorrect ideas of payment for ranking. Where there are already explanatory annotations on the results
page—such as “ad” markers and keyword highlighting—participants were familiar with ranking concepts.
This suggests that further explanatory annotations may be useful.
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1 EXPLAINING SEARCH
In much of the world, web search is almost ubiquitous and extremely commonly used. However,
many searchers have little understanding of how search works and neither engage deeply with
search results nor think critically about what a search engine does or does not do [Borgman
1986; Eslami et al. 2016; Hendry and Efthimiadis 2008; Holman 2011; Muramatsu and Pratt 2001;
Schultheiß et al. 2018; Zhang 2008]. By helping searchers understand what search does, we can
help them be more efficient and effective searchers [Koenemann and Belkin 1996; Muramatsu and
Pratt 2001], as well as help them understand any biases in our data, models, and implementations
[Baeza-Yates 2018; White and Hassan 2014]. It may also be useful for regulatory purposes, for
example, to clarify commercial links between listings and search providers.
System explanations have been suggested in other applications [Doshi-Velez and Kim 2017;
Lipton 2018; Miller 2017], and “seamful” design [Wenneling 2007] has been used to similar ends in
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social media [Eslami et al. 2016] and recommendation systems [Nunes and Jannach 2017]. In our
context, it is reasonable to assume that a good explanation, provided either at the time of a search
or in advance, would improve searchers’ “relatively weak models for how search engines actually
work” [Hendry and Efthimiadis 2008]. Some search engines do include such features, for example, by explaining term contributions to a ranking formula,1 by highlighting query terms where
they appear in result listings, or by explaining spelling corrections. An explanation system depends on several factors, including choices in user interface design, and evidence for effectiveness
is accordingly equivocal [Ter Hoeve et al. 2017].
In this work, we take a different approach. We do not focus on the form of explanations, neither in the way particular explanations are formed nor in the interface and affordances given
to searchers (icons alongside results, short texts, links to help pages, etc.). Instead, we ask: what
should a search engine explain at all? What in the way a search engine operates is familiar and
well understood, and what is alien? What in a searcher’s mental model is useful, or is wrong, or is
missing altogether?
This article describes research to answer these and related questions. In doing so, we make the
following contributions:
• Investigate people’s understanding of how search engines select and rank web search results, which can directly inform the provision of explanations in search systems.
• Perform a detailed mixed methods study, combining a large-scale survey and face-to-face
interviews to learn about nontechnical searchers’ understanding of how search engines
currently operate. This is important since search engine functionality continues to evolve
and many of the seminal studies in this area [e.g., Borgman 1986; Hendry and Efthimiadis
2008; Zhang 2008] are now more than a decade old.
• Identify several noteworthy patterns in people’s understanding of search engine operation,
from specific algorithmic decisions to include a particular item in the result set to general
policies that guide search engine result page (SERP) construction.
• Discuss the implications of our findings for the design of search explanations to help
searchers better understand search engine operation and interpret search engine responses.
People’s mental models of technology have long been studied [Norman 1983]. In this article, we
define /mental model/ as a searcher’s mental representation of how a search system works, specifically focused on search result selection and search result ranking. More accurate mental models
can be employed by users of intelligent systems to better understand and forecast a system’s behavior, resulting in heightened satisfaction [Kulesza et al. 2012] and improved task performance
[Kulesza et al. 2015], including on search tasks [Koenemann and Belkin 1996; Muramatsu and Pratt
2001].
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work on explanations, spanning many disciplines and communities. Section 3 outlines the study methods, and
Section 4 presents our findings. Section 5 discusses the results and their implications for system
design. We conclude in Section 6 with a summary of the findings and pointers to future work.
2 RELATED WORK
Prior work on explanations has been rich and varied, ranging from general studies of explanation
to specific applications in areas such as search, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning
(ML), as well as research on understanding explanations when available in various systems.
1 For example, Elasticsearch at https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/search-explain.html or
Splainer at http://splainer.io.
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2.1 Explanations in General
Research in philosophy, psychology, and cognitive science has explored how people define, generate, select, evaluate, and present explanations [Ruben 2015; Sandis 2011]. This research argues that
people employ certain cognitive biases and social expectations toward the explanation process.
Relevant related research in psychology has focused on mental models and their role in human
reasoning [Johnson-Laird 1980]. Norman [1983] suggests that system designers must help computer users form accurate and useful mental models. This has practical implications for the utility
of intelligent systems. For example, Kulesza et al. [2012] found that those users of a personalized
recommendation system who built sound mental models were more quickly able to use the system effectively. Beyond mental models, well-documented cognitive biases have also been shown
to affect how people interpret and use the information they encounter [Tversky and Kahneman
1974]. Such biases can impact people’s interactions with search engines [White 2013].
2.2

Explanations in Search

Search engines use sophisticated algorithms to determine which search results to return and which
additional elements (e.g., related searches, instant answers) to show alongside these results on
SERPs [Bailey et al. 2010]. Singh and Anand [2018] trained interpretable learning-to-rank models.
They also developed a system to offer insights on a search engine’s understanding of query intent,
relative document rankings, and document relevance to the query [Singh and Anand 2019]. Ranking methods also include those based on historic search activity of searcher populations [Agichtein
et al. 2006] and personalization based on, for example, short- and long-term searcher interests
[Bennett et al. 2012] or searcher geographic location [Bennett et al. 2011]. In addition, how people
interpret results can have significant consequences, such as decisions regarding courses of medical
treatment [Paul et al. 2015; Pogacar et al. 2017].
Several studies have examined people’s mental/conceptual models of search engines. Borgman
[1986] sought to train novice searchers to use a Boolean logic-based search system by developing
a mental model of search system operation. Subjects with the model-based training were more
able to perform complex tasks requiring extrapolation from basic system operations. Grounded in
the complexity of human-human, goal-directed dialogue, Belkin [1988] proposed a general model
of clarity in human-computer systems, of which explanation by a computer intermediary is one
component. Koenemann and Belkin [1996] studied relevance feedback (RF) interfaces that were
opaque (RF functionality hidden), transparent (searchers could see query expansion terms generated by RF), and penetrable (searchers could see and adjust the terms generated by RF). They
showed that increased opportunity for searcher interaction with and control of RF made the interactions more efficient and make the search engine more usable while maintaining or increasing
search effectiveness. Muramatsu and Pratt [2001] conducted a user study to understand people’s
knowledge and reaction to query transformations performed by search engines. They also developed a system called Transparent Queries, which provides searchers with feedback about internal
query transformations. Efthimiadis et al. [2004] focused on different aspects of the mental models
that people employ during interactions with retrieval systems. This includes the factors affecting
model construction, how people react to the search process and information found, and how they
conceptualize search engines. Hendry and Efthimiadis [2008] solicited sketches from students on
how they believed search engines function. The figures that resulted were diverse and contained
many core concepts but were also simplistic. Zhang [2008] performed a mixed methods study of
undergraduate students’ mental models of the web as an information source. Participants’ mental
models of search on the web were found to cover several areas: avenues for obtaining information,
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search engine mechanics, and search tactics. They also found that searchers can learn by “personal
observation, communication with others, and class instruction,” which can be inefficient learning
mechanisms when search systems could be capable of conveying explanations for their actions
directly. Holman [2011] studied undergraduate students and found that although no students had
strong mental models of search engine mechanisms, those with stronger models constructed more
complex queries.
These studies on mental models in search have targeted query formulation or search engines
holistically, and not how searchers conceptualize ranking algorithms and the presence of specific
SERP elements, as we do in this study. A survey by Nakamura et al. [2007] found that searchers
thought that engines made use of visit counts, “relevance,” and freshness to rank pages; 17% also
believed payment played a role. These results, although a decade old, are fairly consistent with our
findings. Our study is more thorough, however, allowing us to capture a broader range of possible
explanations, and, more recent, meaning that we can situate our study in the current state of search
engine operation, which continues to evolve over time.
Other studies have looked at the decisions searchers make when examining SERPs—for example,
decisions on whether to examine an individual result (e.g., see Saracevic [2007a] or Freund [2008]
for an overview). Criteria that have emerged include clarity, accessibility, and scope, as well as
topicality. Rather than ask how searchers make their own decisions, in this work we ask how
searchers think that search engines make decisions, and we expect different criteria.
2.3 Explanations in AI and ML
More broadly, there are a range of efforts to achieve transparency and accountability in computer
systems. The ACM U.S. Public Policy Council [2017] has highlighted seven core areas: awareness, access and redress, accountability, explanation, data provenance, auditability, and validation
and testing. Baeza-Yates [2018], reflecting on bias on the web, focused primarily on awareness regarding the presence of bias and the need to design web-based systems with bias in mind. As a
result, search engines may want to surface explanations regarding potential result biases [White
and Hassan 2014]. In ML and AI, there has been a long-term desire to help people make sense of
both models and their output in specific instances [Michie 1988]. Initiatives to define interpretable
ML [Doshi-Velez and Kim 2017; Lipton 2018] and explainable AI [Miller 2017] seek to move from
opaque (so-called black-box) models toward a situation more conducive to trust, transferability,
informativeness, reliability, and fairness. Lipton [2018] argues for transparent models (where the
algorithm can be easily simulated and decomposed) and to help consumers of the model make
sense of individual predictions (via text/visual explanations). In pursuit of more scientific rigor in
interpretable ML, Doshi-Velez and Kim [2017] proposed a taxonomy for evaluating interpretability
and point to a need for interdisciplinary collaboration in this area.
There have been many attempts to develop interpretable and intelligible ML models to tackle
specific challenges [Caruana et al. 2015; Jung et al. 2017; Lakkaraju et al. 2017; Letham et al. 2015;
Lou et al. 2013]. In many of these and similar cases, the model is used to assist human decision
making (e.g., clinical decision support [Bussone et al. 2015]). As such, understandability may be
the focus, perhaps at the expense of model accuracy [Caruana et al. 2015]. Explanations are more
often at the model level (in a search context, this would be broad policies and mechanisms adopted
in constructing the SERP) rather than at the instance level (in search, this corresponds to a specific
SERP or individual result). That said, there has been increased attention on methods to generate
instance-level explanations for the output of ML models [Moore et al. 2018; Ribeiro et al. 2016;
Tamagnini et al. 2017]. Other research has considered people’s mental models in the design of
explanations in intelligent systems [Eiband et al. 2018; Kulesza et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2019].
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: December 2019.
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2.4 Understanding Explanations
Beyond methods to generate explanations, research has also focused on understanding how people interpret and use explanations [Narayanan et al. 2018]. This accompanies trends toward more
explainable, accountable, intelligible systems [Abdul et al. 2018] and more algorithmic transparency in such systems [Rader et al. 2018]. Explanations are common in collaborative filtering/recommender systems [Cheng et al. 2019; Herlocker et al. 2000; McSherry 2005; Nunes and
Jannach 2017; Sinha and Swearingen 2002; Tintarev and Masthoff 2011; Vig et al. 2009], where
they are frequently offered to explain why particular recommendations were generated, and in
context-aware systems [Bellotti and Edwards 2001; Lim et al. 2009], where the role of contextual
factors may need to be outlined, and research has focused on the intelligibility of system behavior by, say, visualizing uncertainty [Rukzio et al. 2006] or improving trust by displaying system
confidence [Antifakos et al. 2005]. Trust is an important driver in the provision of explanations,
especially as searchers grow to rely on systems to automate certain tasks [Lee and See 2004] or, as
mentioned earlier, in the case of search engines, inform consequential decisions. Research on trust
and explanations has included the effects of transparency on levels of trust [Kizilcec 2016] and the
role of explanations to build trust [Glass et al. 2008; Pu and Chen 2006]. In search engines, explanations can assist users, for example, in assessing result credibility on SERPs [Schwarz and Morris
2011; Yamamoto and Tanaka 2011] and in documents [Bountouridis et al. 2018]. Even without
explanations, given enough time and use, people can still build sound mental models of intelligent systems. Tullio et al. [2007] performed a 6-week field study to understand how nontechnical
searchers use such systems. They found that through using the system, participants addressed
their initial misconceptions about system intelligence and could even conceptualize basic ML concepts by the end of the study, even though they had no training. Similarly, given the prevalence
and longevity of some search engines, we want to understand whether nontechnical searchers can
explain aspects of system operation, even though search engines fail to explain much of what they
do. Ideally, users would not need to go through this learning process, and that is where system
explanations can help. Tullio et al. [2007] also found that people might be reluctant to change
their (possibly incorrect) mental models. Explanations offer a means of possibly correcting wrong
mental models.
2.5

Contributions over Previous Work

Most previous studies of search explanations are at least a decade old at the time of this writing
(raising concerns about how accurately they reflect searchers’ current mental models), they focus
primarily on student participants, they target a narrow range of explanations, and/or they consider
how searchers make decisions and not how they believe search engines make decisions. We make
several contributions over previous work. First, we focus on search engines, an underexplored area
in explanations research, and improve the currency of research on search explanations. Second,
we learn more about nontechnical searchers’ understanding of how search engines rank results in
general and how specific result types (e.g., local answers) are selected for inclusion on the SERP.
We do this through a mixed methods study, combining the results from a large-scale survey with
in-person semistructured interviews to obtain a breadth of opinion from nontechnical users on
how they believe ranking and result element selection is performed. Third, we show that there
is a broad range of explanations that searchers have for search engine operation, some expected,
such as the importance of popularity, and some unexpected, such as payment for promotion in
the result ranking. Finally, based on our findings, we offer design implications for the provision of
explanations in search engines.
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3 METHOD
We are interested in searchers’ mental models of search engines, and whether knowing more about
these models could inform the explanations that search engines provide. To gather data, we performed two exercises: (1) an online survey with several hundred responses and (2) in-depth faceto-face interviews with 11 participants. We examined survey responses, as well as recordings of
the interviews, and coded each according to the distinct concepts offered by our participants: participants offered up to 20 distinct concepts each. Finally, we formed these concepts into a hierarchy
to find common elements.
3.1 Overview
We used data from two parallel exercises—a survey and interviews—in a convergent mixed methods design, where observations from one set of data could confirm, disconfirm, or clarify observations from the other [Creswell 2014]. This allowed us to offset the weaknesses in one method
against the strengths of the other. The survey gave us a large number of respondents, and hence a
large number of concepts and some idea of the distribution of ideas, but no chance to interrogate
the respondents or understand their concepts in any depth (Section 3.2); the interviews gave us
in-depth responses, and a chance to discuss these, but with many fewer people (Section 3.3). The
interviews also allowed us to use a simple prop, described in the following.
Since both exercises, by design, addressed the same constructs (search engines, search results,
selection, ranking) and elicited the same sorts of response, we could code them in the same way
(Section 3.4). Quantizing the data lets us directly compare the results (Section 4.2).
Core concepts. We are also interested in concepts that participants did not mention, but which are
in fact factors in selection and ranking at web scale. Before running the surveys and interviews, the
authors agreed a set of core concepts—key ideas that a searcher should understand. This list was
based on our own expertise but accords with what is commonly understood in the industry [e.g.,
see Search Engine Land 2018a, 2018b]. These concepts all play a part in modern search engine
operation, although not all are clearly shown on a SERP. Any concepts in this set, if they were
infrequently or never mentioned by searchers, should perhaps be explained by a search engine.
These concepts were as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
3.2

relevance, especially to common intents or needs among people typing the query;
recency of information;
popularity of each result;
authority of each result, such as reputation or trustworthiness;
locality, such as preferring business listings geographically close to the searcher; and
diversity of results across the entire SERP.

Online Survey

The first data comes from an online survey conducted from August through September 2018, with
497 respondents. Survey questions are reprinted in the appendix.
Respondents were recruited through SurveyGizmo,2 a professional panel service, balanced for
age and gender according to the U.S. Census. Each respondent was asked two screening questions.
If they indicated they supported or developed information technology (IT) systems, or had an IT
qualification, they were removed; similarly, they were removed if they worked in a library or had
qualifications in library and information science. We expect such people to be highly sophisticated
searchers and therefore of less interest in this study. Post hoc, we also screened out anyone who
2 https://www.surveygizmo.com/.
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gave unambiguously off-topic or spam responses. After screening, we included 497 of 739 respondents. Qualifying participants were compensated with US $3 for a median 2-minute session.
Since experience may be a factor in mental models [Holman 2011], we collected simple demographic data: how long respondents had been using search engines, and how often they used
search engines. Besides basic demographics, the instrument included only two questions. These
tried to elicit respondents’ models of two key aspects of search: selecting results to return (which
may include ranking, e.g., to form the top 10 results) and arranging these results on a SERP. The
questions did not refer to explanations—indeed, one goal is to learn what type of explanation people use without prompting—and were deliberately general on what constituted a “result.” Our first
question asked, What do you think determines what gets shown on the results page? Our second asked, What do you think determines what goes where on the results page? Both questions
allowed, and encouraged, long-form answers, but there was no minimum response length.
3.3 Interviews
We also conducted semistructured face-to-face interviews, with 11 people, in August through September 2018. A sample script is included in the appendix. Although this is a very much smaller
sample, face-to-face interviews allowed more in-depth questioning, we could follow up on answers
that were given, and we were able to use simple props to ground the conversation.
We used an in-house panel service to recruit people from around the Seattle area, and who
did not have extensive professional or educational experience with search or library systems. Demographics were collected online at recruitment. Interviewees were compensated US $150 for a
session of up to an hour. All interviews were conducted by the first author, and audio was recorded
for later analysis.
The interviews themselves included variants of the two questions asked in the survey, plus a
further “situated” question and a short series of follow-up questions. The first question asked how
search engines selected, from among hundreds of billions of possibilities, which results to include,
and the second question asked how search engines arranged these results to form a SERP. These
questions were worded similarly to the survey.
We expected that these questions might be difficult to answer without a concrete example. We
therefore included further questions about a simulated SERP, designed to illustrate the selected
concepts described earlier (Figure 1). The SERP was for the query “sounders,” where the dominant
intent is for a Seattle-based sports team,3 and we called out five results for discussion:
(1) the scores and statistics for the most recent game (demonstrating common intents and
recency);
(2) the team’s home page, labeled “official site” (demonstrating authority and popularity);
(3) a fictional company, not related to the sport, but local and matching the team’s name
(demonstrating location, keyword matching, and topical diversity);
(4) coverage from the local newspaper (demonstrating authority and recency), and;
(5) an advertisement for tickets (demonstrating commercial arrangements).
To prompt further reflection from participants, the interviewer pointed at each of these five results
in turn and asked, “Why was this result in particular chosen?” and “Why did it appear where it
did on the page?” Although the simulated SERP used all design elements of a major search engine
to make it as realistic as possible, a SERP with different results and different types of results may
well have elicited a different set of responses.

3 Seattle

Sounders FC is an American professional soccer club based in Seattle, WA.
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Fig. 1. The sample SERP used in the interviews (part of the SERP removed for space). Some of the results—
marked above with numbers and black frames—were called out for further discussion with interviewees.
These highlighted results illustrate issues such as common intents, recency, authority, popularity, location,
keywords, topical diversity, and commercial arrangements. Numbering matches the text in Section 3.3.
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: December 2019.
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A final set of questions explicitly discussed the notion of explanations from search engines,
asking whether these would be helpful, how they should appear, whether they would change
searcher behavior, and whether alternative page layouts would be more transparent.
3.4 Analysis
We adopted the same approach to analyzing the responses to the online survey and the interview
recordings.
In an initial round, one of the authors (Thomas) open coded 50 survey responses for ideas concerning selection or ranking [Corbin and Strauss 2012]. From these fine-grained codes, such as
“past purchases” or “my previous searches,” we built a hierarchy of concepts. For example, both
“past purchases” and “my previous searches” fell under “my history,” which further fell under “personalization.” This set of concepts formed the basis for recoding both the initial sample and the
remainder of the responses, although extra codes were occasionally needed. Of the 497 nonempty,
nonspam responses, 79 could not be coded. These included responses like “the things we search”
(which could refer at least to keywords, past searches, or topics, and “we” could mean the searcher
or a group) or “google decides what you get to see” (indeed, but how?). These responses were
excluded from further analysis.
Interviews were coded in a similar way, using a hierarchy that aligned as much as possible with
that from the online answers. Since interviewees were prompted with a concrete example of a
SERP (and hence they may have been more motivated and had more time to think of answers),
we expected them to identify many more concepts, and therefore we analyze their responses
separately.
Although we had questions corresponding to selection (choosing results to display) and layout
or ranking (choosing how to arrange the SERP), it was evident early in the analysis that most
respondents did not have separate models of these two concepts. In other words, a large number of
participants answered the second question with variants of “as before” or by repeating themselves.
We therefore chose to analyze both answers together.
To check the reliability of our codes, a second author (Billerbeck) used the resulting set of toplevel categories, and codebook, to independently code 100 survey responses. (We checked only
top-level categories as these form the major part of our analysis in the following.) The coding was
consistent: the Jaccard similarity over assigned labels was 0.75 (i.e., the two sets of categories were
75% similar), and the Hamming loss over all labels only 0.03. (The Hamming loss accounts for
labels that were not assigned, as well as those that were [Sorower 2010]; i.e., in 97% of cases, we
agreed on the application or nonapplication of a code.) We conclude that the following analysis,
although based on a single coding, would have been similar with a different person coding the
responses.
The final assigned codes gave us a quantization of the responses [Sandelowski 2000; Teddlie and
Tashakkori 2009]. Since we used the same questions, and codes, in both the survey and interviews,
we were able to compare the two types of response and also able to build a single summary table.
It is not our intention here to measure the correctness, or “soundness” [Kulesza et al. 2012], of
our participants’ mental models. A modern web search engine makes use of thousands of signals,
combined in intricate ways and with weights that vary from query to query, and it is not at all
clear how to build an instrument to measure a mental model against this complexity. We do discuss
clear errors, as well as coverage of the preselected concepts, in the observations following.
4 OBSERVATIONS
Survey respondents and interviewees provided a range of concepts, although we elicited many
more concepts face-to-face than online.
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: December 2019.
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Fig. 2. Number of distinct concepts offered by participants. (N = 418 coded surveys, N = 11 interviews).
Participants offering “0” concepts explicitly said they had no idea how search engines work. A further 79 participants whose responses could not be coded are excluded here.

4.1 Text
Respondents to the online survey provided some detail in their answers to the two questions posed
(15 words median, 30 words mean, 406 words maximum). There were significant uses of the terms
“word” (22% of respondents), “keyword” (9%), and “match” (9%), suggesting an understanding of
term matching; “popular” (22% of respondents) and “history” (7%), suggesting an understanding
of ideas like logging and using search clicks; “pay” (15% of respondents) and “paid” (12%), suggesting commercial connections (note that “ad” appeared in the prompt); and “relevant” (18% of
respondents) and “best” (6%), suggesting a notion of relevance or utility. These ideas are all well
represented in the concept analysis that we now describe.
4.2

Concepts

Respondents to the online survey each offered relatively few concepts (Figure 2). A total of 34%
volunteered only a single suggestion, the median was two concepts, and only 13% volunteered
more than three. This may be partly explained, of course, by the survey mode itself: fixed-size
boxes (although large) and little incentive to give a thorough answer. In face-to-face interviews,
interviewees suggested many more concepts each, with a minimum of six and median of 15. The
prompts were useful here: even in the one case where an interviewee explicitly said she had no idea
how search worked, looking at the example SERP prompted many suggestions, including recency,
local popularity, and “officialness.”
These numbers are broadly in line with those reported by Hendry and Efthimiadis [2008] for
freshmen students—for instance, those with an interest in information systems but little formal
training. We note, however, a difference in scope: Hendry and Efthimiadis asked a more general
question (draw a sketch of how a search engine works). There is also a difference in mode, where
Hendry and Efthimiadis asked for pictures rather than text. Our more focused questions demonstrate the detail in searchers’ mental models, with a large number of concepts associated with what
Hendry and Efthimiadis count simply as “matching” and “ranking.”
We were able to distinguish 256 distinct concepts in the responses, which we grouped into a hierarchy with 16 top-level and 116 second-level categories. Table 1 summarizes the major parts of
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: December 2019.
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Table 1. Selection of Concepts Mentioned in the Survey Responses and Interviews

Concept
None (explicit)
Popularity
Visits/clicks
Popularity of the result
Popularity given the query
Popularity of the query
Wording
Keywords (in query)
—Keywords in page
Word matching (not specified)
Commercial interests
Money
—Ads
—Payment for prominence
—Other payment
Personalization
Searcher’s history
Location
Demographics
Relevance or utility
Majority intent
Topics
Authority
“Official” pages
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Optimistic answers
Qualities of writing/page layout
Recency
Inlinks
Specificity of search
Type of result
Properties of a product for sale
Diversity

Survey
(N = 418)
10%
38%
18%
5%
3%
3%
33%
28%
10%
4%
28%
27%
13%
9%
3%
24%
17%
8%
2%
11%
—
1%
4%
—
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
<1%

Interview
(N = 11)
—
91%
46%
36%
—
64%
91%
91%
73%
27%
100%
100%
82%
46%
9%
82%
46%
73%
9%
82%
82%
27%
73%
64%
—
—
46%
64%
—
—
27%
—
—

Notes
Explicit claims of ignorance
Of the result or the topic

The form of words in the result, the
query, or both

Search providers’ finances, reputation, etc.

Choosing results based on attributes of
the searcher(s) themselves

Topicality, subject matter, “aboutness”

Of the result, author, host, or information
Attempts to manipulate the ranking
Assigning magical powers to the engine
Design, style, etc., of the result
Time since result publication or update
Web hyperlink structure
How well specified the need is
Broad type of the result element, e.g.,
news or images
Price, etc., of an item named in the result
Including fairness, duplication, etc.

Note: Each row includes those indented beneath it. For example “Commercial interests” includes “Money.” Participants
were counted more than once if they named more than one concept. The concept “None (explicit)” notes those participants who explicitly said they had no ideas.  marks the core concepts we identified as important before collecting
responses (Section 3.1).

this hierarchy, with the percentage of survey respondents and interviewees offering each. Counts
include subconcepts: for example, someone who is counted in both “searcher’s history” and “location,” both subconcepts of “personalization,” would be counted just once in the “personalization”
row. That person may also count in other rows if they offered other concepts.
With so many concepts, even the most popular categories were mentioned by a minority of
people and no single category was mentioned by more than 38% of survey respondents. A “long
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tail” saw 108 concepts referenced by only one survey respondent each, and even among the
top-level categories only five were referenced by more than 10% (popularity, wording, commercial
interests, personalization, and relevance). In interviews, we saw much more overlap—partly due to
there being more concepts mentioned per interviewee, and partly due to our prompts—and there
were a few concepts suggested by 75% or more of interviewees.
Popularity. Appropriately, the most popular concept was that of popularity, mentioned by 38% of
survey respondents and 91% of interviewees. “Popularity” was described in many ways, including
visits to pages or clicks on links (18% of surveys) and popularity of searches themselves (3%),
although a full 13% of survey respondents did not specify in any detail what they meant. Uses in
interviews were broadly in proportion.
Responses coded here included, for example, “I think the more times a link gets clicked, those
will result in the top of searches” (participant s103, visits/clicks)4 ; “I assume it’s by number of
people who do those searches” (i3, popularity of searches); and “I think that they are by popular”
(s715, popularity without further particulars).
Popularity of various kinds is a well-understood signal in the information retrieval community [Agichtein et al. 2006], and can be seen in earlier work [Zhang 2008], but it is not explicitly
highlighted in current search engines, so it is surprising to see it so well represented here. It may be
that popularity is well understood in other contexts (television and radio programming, displays
in stores, etc.), and this carries over to search.
Wording. A substantial minority of survey responses (33%) mentioned concepts around the
wording, or text, of results. Keywords—meaning words in the query—were mentioned in 28% of
survey responses, although only 10% explicitly mentioned the idea of matching keywords (either
exactly or approximately). For example, participant s240 described “[an] algorithm that considers
search terms” (with the concept of search terms or keywords), and participant s143 suggested “the
wording seems to determine what I’m shown” (with the concept of wording more generally)—in
neither case describing how these terms are used. In another example, participant s222 explicitly
mentioned matching with “I think they pull out words and find the top sites with the words.”
Fewer than 1% of responses included notions of keyword location (title, position in text, etc.),
and an overlapping 1% included ideas of matching terms in tags or other metadata. Very few respondents (<1%) offered concepts of phrase matching, approximate matching, word order, or parts
of speech.
The SERP shown to interview participants included a (fabricated) result that was lexically, but
not topically, a match for the query—that is, a keyword match for an off-topic document. With this
prompt, a good proportion of interviewees were able to mention keyword matching (8 of 11, 73%);
however this is still a somewhat low rate, given the matching word was clearly on display and in
bold type.
Word matching, exact or approximate, is fundamental to search but received very few mentions.
The difference is perhaps precisely because word matching is so fundamental—it may have seemed
too obvious to mention—but matching terms are highlighted in web search results, and the rate
is remarkably low at 10% (online) or 73% (in person, with a prompt). It is, however, consistent
with results from the study by Holman [2011]. In that work, students were observed to “have only
a vague sense of keyword matching,” and search engines have become less dependent on exact
matches in the years since.
Commercial interests. Just over a quarter of survey respondents (28%) suggested that results are
chosen with an eye to search providers’ commercial interests. Most of these (27% of respondents)
4 In

this discussion we use, for example, “s1” to refer to a survey participant and “i1” to refer to an interview participant.
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mentioned money, and in turn, 13% of respondents mentioned advertisements and an overlapping
13% mentioned other payment. Those latter responses may well have been thinking of advertising,
but in most cases it was clear that fees-for-listing was meant. For example, “companies pay to
come up at the top of the list” (participant s361), “any paid ads or sites get first priority” (s567,
note the distinction between paid ads and paid sites), or “the results are probably sorted by paid
partnerships. Anyone who’s willing to provide money in exchange for visibility better get that
visibility” (s714). Again, this is consistent with Zhang [2008], who observes that “it is widely known
by students that search engines are often sponsored by certain Web sites.” While over a decade
ago at least one pay-for-inclusion engine existed [the now defunct overture.com; see Jansen and
Molina 2006], to the best of our knowledge, none of the major web search engines currently accept
payment this way5 and did not do so even at the time of the study of Zhang [2008].
The SERP shown in interviews included advertisements, labeled as such, and every interviewee
mentioned commercial interests. Advertisements were mentioned by 9 of 11 interviewees (82%).
Again, however, a reasonable number (46%) mentioned fees for ranking—for example, “companies
usually pay money to get the top few hits, and then there’s usually ads” (participant i14).
A much smaller number (1% of survey respondents) mentioned other commercial arrangements,
such as affiliation, ownership, or influence, as reasons to include a search result.
Personalization. Slightly fewer participants (24% of survey responses) suggested concepts of personalization. The most common concept here was the use of a searcher’s history (17%), including past searches (12%) and tracking their movements on the web (7%, but overlapping with past
searches). Examples include participant s177, “I think they choose what gets listed first by what
you have previously searched for” (past searches), and participant s503, “I believe that there is a
way that search engines collect information on what I personally view online” (tracking).
More survey respondents mentioned search engines using information about individuals’ past
purchases (1%) rather than past clicks (<0.5%), although the former information would seem much
harder to come by. These figures, especially the 7% mentioning tracking, suggest that people are
increasingly aware of being followed both online and (purportedly) offline.
Other concepts in this space included searcher location (8%), demographics (2%), interests (1%),
and other characteristics with fewer references. Interviews produced many more mentions of location (73%), again due to an element of our sample SERP that mentioned a local company and
others that covered a local sports team. Other aspects of personalization were less common.
Relevance or utility. Although relevance is a central notion in information retrieval [Saracevic
2007a, 2007b], it was mentioned by only 11% of survey respondents. As for keyword matching, this
might be because it seemed too obvious to mention; but again, 11% is an extremely low rate. Most
respondents offered no more concrete concepts of what “relevance” meant—for example, “most
relevant things” (participant s260) and “first the most relevant answer/result” (s168). Just over 1%
mentioned concepts of topic or page subject matter. Even these subconcepts are still relatively
vague, as in “something with the topic you were looking for” (participant s695) or “subject matter
relatednees (sic)” (s438).
By comparison, 9 of 11 interviewees (82%) volunteered the notion of majority intent—that is,
that a result would be present because it might be useful to most people who issue a query. This
was normally prompted by the first item on the example SERP, which showed scores from a recent
football game; comments such as “that’s probably the top reason people search” (participant i1) or
“a lot of people want to go find out what the score and the standings are . . . more than the actual

5 Google

now clarifies this explicitly on their website: https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/.
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website” (i7) illustrate that interviewees understood that this would be useful to many other people,
if not to them.
Other concepts. Many concepts were mentioned only rarely, but we highlight some interesting
replies here. Shortly before the interviews, U.S. president Donald J. Trump accused Google of political bias, claims that received widespread media coverage (e.g., see Waterson and Helmore [2018]).
This was not mentioned in any interviews, but four survey respondents—writing before President
Trump’s comments—mentioned political stance as a factor. For example, participant s338: “I can
look up [a] conservative website, type it into the search bar and the first thing that will come up
will be a couple [of] liberal websites. I don’t think this is by accident . . . some are picked simply
because some feel that a liberal point of view needs to be there to counteract the conservative.”
It was not clear from these online responses whether this was seen as a negative (overt bias) or a
positive (counteracting louder, conservative, voices).
Only a small number of survey responses (4%) mentioned concepts of authority, but it was described in many different ways. One respondent each referred to spam, legitimacy, validity, reader
confidence, expertise, trust, and accuracy; two respondents mentioned ratings and whether sites
were well known; and three mentioned reliability. These are different ideas—compare “expertise”
to “confidence,” for example. It seems that, despite news coverage and despite research and development efforts [Lewandowski 2012], searchers have only a vague notion of authority and bias,
and it is not (yet?) a widespread concern. Prompted by the example, interviewees were likely to
mention “official” sites—reflecting the wording on the SERP—but unlikely to clarify this or to offer
other concepts of authority. That being said, the presence of authoritative terminology such as “official” in SERP captions has been shown to directly influence search behavior, leading to increased
click-through rates on certain search results irrespective of rank position [Clarke et al. 2007].
Qualities of writing or layout, of landing pages (linked to from the SERP), were mentioned by 3%
of survey respondents. The most common concept was the presence, or quality, of images on the
page (e.g., participant s329, “colorful and attractive page, maybe with pictures”); other concepts
included color, humor, and (for one respondent) whether the page discusses politics (s29, “items
to make you think, or laugh. Items that deal with politics”).
Finally, a small set of users gave flatteringly optimistic answers: that search engines find the
“best” results, or the sites one is looking for, or the closest meaning. In an online survey, unfortunately there was no way to interrogate these ideas more closely, but in interviews we were able to
elicit more concrete concepts.
“None”. A full 10% of survey respondents explicitly said they had no idea how search engines
select and rank results. Face-to-face, however, the two interviewees who said this were able to
suggest several ideas when pressed and when shown our example SERP. This suggests that 10% is
likely an overestimate, and in fact very few people have no ideas whatsoever.
Summary. People who responded to our online survey volunteered relatively few concepts, with
a full 10% claiming they had no ideas at all. However, it seems that this is an artifact of the online
mode, and in face-to-face interviews we could elicit many more ideas. Indeed, it appears that nonexpert searchers have a more comprehensive mental model, at least regarding selection, ranking,
and layout, than suggested by earlier work [Hendry and Efthimiadis 2008; Holman 2011; Zhang
2008]. There are several possible reasons for this. First, we asked more focused questions and
(unlike Hendry and Efthimiadis) included face-to-face interviews. Our use of a sample SERP as a
prompt also elicited many more concepts. Second, this study is performed 10 years later than the
previous study, and searchers might simply have more experience of web search—or less experience of alternatives—giving them more sophisticated mental models.
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Some important concepts in search engine design were recognized by participants in both
modes, including relevance, keyword matching, and popularity. It is perhaps surprising that these
were reported by no more than 38% of survey respondents; it may be that they were “too obvious,” or it may be that they are simply not well recognized. Our interviews suggest the former,
even though interviewees had the benefit of a visual aid in the form of the simulated SERP. If
we are to explain a search result, or a search engine, we may not need to explain these concepts
except if we want to explicitly describe the tradeoffs between (for example) popularity and term
matching.
Some concepts that have seen a lot of research or engineering effort, and which developers see
as important, were barely mentioned. Just under 2% of survey respondents mentioned recency, for
example, despite this being important across a range of topics and despite significant engineering
efforts to update web-scale indexes quickly. Topical diversity has also been considered important
for ranking [Clarke et al. 2009; Radlinski et al. 2008], and web search engines use techniques such as
removing some results to ensure diversity of domain or promoting different viewpoints [Rosenberg
2018], but diversity of any kind was mentioned by only one interviewee and was mentioned by no
survey respondents at all. Other important aspects that garnered few or no mentions include spam
and malware removal, authority, mobile friendliness, and duplicated content. A search engine may
want to explain these ideas and the impact these signals have on a SERP.
Finally, several people suggested that web search engines rank pages—not just advertisements—
according to payment. This is not true of any current search engine, as far as we know, and explaining this may increase trust in individual engines and in the technology generally.
4.3 Types of Model
The great majority of explanations were at the level of mechanism rather than policy—that is,
how things are done (counting clicks) rather than why they are done (promoting the results that
are most likely useful). There was, however, very little mention of particulars of implementation,
which is not surprising given our screening. Several interviewees offered the idea that selection
or layout is driven by “algorithms,” without offering more detail until they were prompted—as if
this one, very vague, notion was somehow a useful explanation.
We looked for common clusters of answers, such as concepts that tended to correlate. Neither
hierarchical clustering of people’s answers, based on top-level concepts, nor a principal component
analysis of a participant/concept matrix, indicated any significant patterns.
Although most survey respondents (and all interviewees) mentioned more than one factor in
selection and ranking, very few expressly mentioned any sort of balance, or tradeoff between them,
nor any cases where the factors may suggest different answers (2 of 11 interviewees, no survey
responses). In a real search engine, of course, tradeoffs abound—for example, a new document is
recent but cannot yet be popular—and to create a ranking is to balance many factors. It may be
worth explaining some of these tradeoffs, the more so when search engine providers’ choices make
a big difference to the SERP.
4.4

Demographic Differences

Survey respondents were asked how long they had used search engines, and how often they used
them. Both length of use and frequency of use correlated with the number of concepts each respondent offered, consistent with earlier work [Hendry and Efthimiadis 2008].
Length of use correlated somewhat with the number of concepts in the survey responses (approximately 0.04 concepts/year, r = 0.16, p = .001), although we observed an increase in concepts
up to around 20 years of reported use and a slight dip thereafter. (Respondents claiming more
than 25 years of use were counted at 25 years, and respondents claiming 0 years were removed
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for this analysis.) Respondents reporting more frequent searching also offered more concepts,
with mean 2 concepts for those searching at least daily (N = 371), 1.5 for those searching every
few days (N = 41), and 1.2 for those searching infrequently (N = 6). This difference was statistically significant (ANOVA F (3, 415) = 2.71, p = .045; Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance
F (3, 415) = 0.63, p > .5), although we must acknowledge that the near ubiquity of search means
there are few people without much search experience or use. Although the number of interviewees
is too small to draw any statistically significant conclusions, we did not observe a correlation with
the length of use in interviews. No interviewees claimed less than daily searching.
4.5 Further Questions
At the end of each session, we asked interviewees for their opinion on search engines explaining
more of the selection and layout process. One interviewee was uninterested (participant i15, “I
don’t think we care, to be honest . . . as long as it finds the information I want”), but reactions were
generally favorable (e.g., participant i10, “definitely, I would like to see [it]”; i9, “for the general
person it would be great”). One of the 11 interviewees thought it unnecessary for “professionals”
such as themselves but thought it would be useful for the “inept,” or for experts to track search
engine changes over time. Two interviewees mentioned a desire to know where data (other than
links) come from, so they could make their own decisions about quality.
Several interviewees suggested that having better explanations would help them understand a
search engine—that is, improve their mental model—and therefore be a better, “smarter,” or more
efficient searcher either by learning about search features or by learning about term coverage.
A common theme across this discussion was interactivity, in two forms. First, interviewees saw
explanations as a way to filter search results, either by media type or by genre, or as an opportunity
to skip advertisements. Second, they discussed talking back to a search engine: by ignoring sources,
for example, or by correcting the engine’s assumptions about what is relevant in a particular query
(e.g., participant i1, by saying that in fact location is not important; i3, “be nice if it would let
you change the algorithm”). This corresponds to the “correctability” principle of Kulesza et al.
2015. Although there is a small amount of explanation in a current SERP—for example, the phrase
“official page” or bolded keywords—these elements are not interactive and do not provide any
opening for dialogue.
5

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Despite the ubiquity of web search, searchers are understood to have unsophisticated models of
how search engines work. Explaining the result of a search, or explaining the policies that guide the
algorithm, may help searchers form better mental models and thus be more efficient and effective.
5.1 Concepts
In this work, we did not focus on the form of explanations, rather asking what a search engine
should explain at all. In particular, we ask this: what ranking concepts are already familiar and
well understood? What is alien? What in searchers’ mental models is missing or simply wrong?
Our online survey with almost 500 responses, and face-to-face interviews with a further 11 individuals, investigated what factors searchers think are involved in selecting and ranking objects
on a SERP. By focusing on selection and ranking, and by using both online and in-person protocols, we observed many more concepts than expected and many more than observed in past
work—257 distinct ideas among 508 people, in 16 major groups. Although there is a “long tail,”
with 108 concepts getting only a single mention, a few ideas were more frequent.
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Common or familiar concepts. The most commonly mentioned concepts were popularity (mentioned by 38% of survey respondents and 91% of interviewees) and wording (33%/91%). These are
in fact primary signals used by web search engines, and the effect of wording can be seen in, for
example, bolding in the SERP. There is no such feedback for popularity, however, and tracking by
search engines is not overt, so it is somewhat surprising to see this concept so well understood.
Personalization is also fairly well understood (24%/82%), especially the notions of past search history and of tracking activity on the wider web.
Missing concepts. Some important factors were not mentioned, or mentioned very little. Before
collecting responses, we identified six concepts we would like searchers to understand: relevance,
popularity, recency, authority, locality, and diversity. For the most part, these concepts were not
volunteered by our participants but were occasionally recognized in the context of an example
SERP.
Relevance was mentioned by only 11% of survey respondents (although 82% of interviewees,
perhaps because of our sample SERP in the latter case). Authority, an important factor and one that
we expected would be prominent given media interest in “fake news” and bias, was mentioned by
only 4% of online participants. “Official” pages were mentioned by 64% of interviewees, but this
reflects the sample SERP and we saw little other mention of authority. Recency and especially
diversity were also little mentioned.
Removal of malware, spam, copyright infringements, and similar were mentioned only once
despite playing a major part in web search. This is not surprising: a searcher’s mental model will
of course cover what that have seen, and by design searchers do not see such harmful results.
Similarly, very few people discussed the tradeoffs between factors (e.g., between popularity and
recency).
Incorrect concepts. Finally, from our observations, it is clear that many searchers believe that
web search engines accept payment for prominent listings, not just advertisements (at least 9% of
survey responses and 46% of interviewees). We are not aware of any major search engine doing this
in the past 20 years. Other misconceptions include engines tracking searchers’ purchases, ranking
or censoring according to political bias, and researching topics in advance.
5.2 Toward Explanations
The concepts that participants in our study commonly cited, or those that were missing or incorrectly cited, give obvious suggestions for what web search engines could usefully explain and
what could perhaps be left out. For example, if a search engine provider believes that diversity
is important, the provider may want to explain this. The provider may also want to explain authority and relevance (beyond keyword matching). Further, it may be important to explain that
high(er)-rank positions in the search results are not for sale, and to explain that harmful or illegal
content has been removed. In the latter cases, it is of course difficult to attach explanatory text
to any one part of the SERP. Any such explanations should help the searcher identify the most
applicable results with greater ease while providing transparency on why and under what criteria
pages were ranked, where this can be explained understandably, concisely, and meaningfully.
We have been deliberately agnostic about what form any explanations might take, but we can
make some observations based on our data. Zhang [2008] concluded that undergraduate students
“formed mental models of search engines mainly based on system cues and feedback” rather than
from explicit instruction. In our work, we see something similar. Interviewees were shown a concrete example of a SERP, which included an “official site,” and 64% used the same phrase to explain
it. More interviewees (82%) mentioned advertisements, also labeled on the SERP, and 91% mentioned keywords, on the SERP in boldface. This suggests that existing prompts do make a difference
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Table 2. Phrasing Explanations: Examples of Objects, Attributes, and Processes That Search Systems
Could Explain to a Searcher

Goals:
Editorial Principles

Implementation:
Models and Data

Policy: why, desiderata
“We want to be on topic”
“We want to be up-to-date”
“We must remove illegal material”
...
Mechanism: how, algorithms, data
“We look at keywords on the page”
“We subtract X points for each day”
“We classify pages by text and links”
...
Abstract: all SERPs or results.
Can produce offline

Instance: why, properties
“This seems to be about X ”
“This page is recent”
“This page is illegal”
...
Detail: what, features, values
“This page has X in the title Y times”
“This page is X days old”
“This text has features X , Y , and Z ”
...
Specific: a particular SERP or result.
Must produce online

“We” are the search providers.

and inform searchers’ mental models. Consistent with this, we saw evidence that more use, and
more frequent use, of web search engines correlated with more concept mentions in our data. Additional prompts could help explain recency, or diversity, or other notions of authority; perhaps
a search interface could even explain some of the tradeoffs made between different factors when
generating the ranking.
In our interviews, participants volunteered two ways in which they might use search explanations beyond their own education: filtering results, especially according to media type or
source, and correcting assumptions the search engine made. The elements that currently act as
explanations—“ad” and “official site” markers, for example—are not interactive and do not provide
much information on how to modify the ranking. Elements that were interactive, such as by letting searchers specify that certain ranking criteria were more or less important than the engine
assumed, would invite a dialogue and perhaps allow more effective searching. This extends to
alternative interfaces—for example, given a small screen or a spoken interface, with limited bandwidth and less scope for diverse results, explanations may be more important and (if they allowed
interaction) could provide a type of conversation.
We could phrase explanations several ways (Table 2). Explanations of policy or mechanism are
abstract and would explain how search works in general, without reference to a particular situation: for example, they could take the form of an overview of ranking and presentation [Google
2019, an explanation of mechanism]. They would also let search providers explain why certain
actions have been taken, such as results being removed [Microsoft 2019, an explanation of policy]
and other policy decisions such as (not) accepting payment in exchange for inclusion in the results.
This lets search providers offer searchers an in-depth discussion of the tradeoffs associated with
operating search engines—something perhaps not well understood—and since the explanation can
be written in advance, it can be carefully crafted to be maximally accessible.
A policy or mechanism explanation does not, however, explain any particular search. An
alternative would be explanations of each instance or each detail, which could call attention
to particular results in context and describe their location, popularity, authority, and so on.6
Explanations of this form could be generated on the fly to include descriptions of how a query
was interpreted, for example, and (if the object were a whole SERP) could expose decisions around
6 Kulesza et al. [2015] call these in situ explanations, although they do not distinguish explanations of instances from those

of details.
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balance and diversity of results. Specific explanations, either per result or per SERP, would be easier to discover and could be made interactive. They do, however, risk overwhelming the searcher;
further, per-result explanations cannot, of course, explain what was removed from the SERP.
In our study, participants rarely offered instance-type and policy-type explanations—that is,
they rarely offered explanations in terms of editorial principles—and explaining these broad principles may be useful. Implementation details are also likely to be proprietary and are often highly
technical, fast-changing, and even difficult for experts to interpret. It seems likely that explanations in the policy or instance domains would be most useful, but this needs to be tested with real
searchers.
5.3

A Note on Methods

In this work, we used a mixed methods design with both an online questionnaire and in-person,
semistructured interviews. The combination was effective: running a survey online gave us a large
number of responses, and with this large dataset we were more sensitive to little-used concepts.
We also collected a large range of concepts. However, survey respondents offered few concepts
each (including 10% who offered none), and by comparing with interview data we see this is likely
to be a distorted account of their true models. Our interviews, although relatively few, relatively
expensive, and more prone to experimenter effects, gave us a richer indication of participants’
models and indicated the usefulness of existing explanations.
Limitations. We must acknowledge some limitations of our work. Most importantly, we cannot
directly observe mental models: we have tried to elicit them here based on general questions (online) or a combination of general questions with particular prompts (face-to-face). Our interviews
included a sample SERP that illustrated concepts we thought important, but the SERP could have
looked different or illustrated different ideas. Since prompts seemed effective, we expect a different SERP would have led to different responses. However, with any reasonable SERP design, we
would still expect participants to notice those explanatory elements (bolding, “official site”) that
are present and therefore would still recommend investigating more such elements.
Our participants were selected with an attempt to balance for age and gender, but we cannot rule out other sampling biases, and certainly all participants were English speakers from the
United States. They were presumably much more familiar with the major U.S.-based search engines (Google, Bing) than the major engines in other markets (e.g., Yandex or Baidu), and our
observations may not hold for users of the latter. Similarly, since we screened out professional
users, we cannot draw any conclusions about their models; presumably, they would be more sophisticated. Finally, we must note the fairly small set of interviewees, and also note that because of
this, and possible biases in coding, we need to run more studies before we can be completely sure
of population/ecological validity (i.e., generalizability across people, search engines, and SERPs).
6

CONCLUSION

It is important to understand searchers’ perspectives and build experiences that help them better
understand search engine operation. In this article, we have studied people’s understanding of
how search engines select results to return and how they construct SERPs. The goal has been to
inform our understanding of the concepts that searchers believe are behind these search engine
operations so that we can better explain how search engines work and, in turn, make searchers
more efficient and effective.
The findings show that there is a broad range of factors that searchers believe contribute to
search engine responses: some that are expected (e.g., popularity, keyword match) and some that
are surprising (e.g., paid inclusion in result lists). Searchers do seem influenced by the limited
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explanations currently available on a SERP, and it would be worth explaining further important
concepts such as authority and recency, as well as correcting ideas of paid ranking. We should also
see explanations as an invitation to dialogue. In particular, search engines may want to explain the
following:
• payment, explaining that payment is not used in web ranking, to make search results appear
more objective;
• filtering (spam, duplicates, or malware), explaining that the search engine has removed inappropriate content to help searchers understand what is missing and why;
• recency, displaying dates and/or times of content creation to help searchers make better
selections for timely queries;
• diversity, flagging different opinions and perspectives to make search engines appear less
biased; and
• credibility, flagging results from authoritative sources and/or clearly listing source information to boost searcher confidence in result quality.
There are many opportunities for future work. This includes extensions to the analysis. For
example, we have only reported top-level concepts; other analysis might focus on smaller parts
of the classification. Additional opportunities include studies to more deeply understand common
misconceptions such as paid promotion in result rankings, as well as developing and evaluating
methods to correct these misconceptions.
Devising explanations, and surfacing them on a SERP, requires considerable attention given the
complexity of ranking algorithms and the need for any explanations to be intuitive and easily
understood. Explanations could also serve as an entry point into ways for searchers to adjust the
results they receive, such as via recourse links or filters, and for searchers to indicate which factors
are important to them, for use in personalization and to offer feedback to search providers.
APPENDIX
A PROTOCOL
The protocol for the online survey and interviews were approved by the ethical review panel at
Microsoft Research and AI.
A.1

Questions in the Online Survey

The online survey was administered in late August 2018, after a pilot to test the questions and the
feasibility of coding responses. Recruits were screened with two questions:
Screener 1. Do you develop or support IT systems, or do you have a qualification in information
technology?
Screener 2. Do you work in a library, or do you have a qualification in library studies?
Each screener allowed the options “I develop or support IT systems” (respectively, “I work in a library”), “I have a qualification in information technology” (respectively, “library studies”), or “neither.” Only recruits who answered “neither” to both questions were retained, and after screening
we had 497 respondents. Besides basic demographics, they were each asked two questions:
Q1. When you use Google, Bing, or another search engine, they take your query and respond
with a set of results. They’re mostly links to other web pages, but there are also maps, ads, videos,
calculators, definitions, and all sorts of other things. These things are deliberately chosen out of
hundreds of billions of possibilities.
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What do you think determines what gets shown on the results page? How do search engines choose
out of all those billions of individual things?
One way of thinking of it is to imagine printing every web page there is, and also printing maps,
advertisements, pictures, calculations, and all the other things a search engine knows about. If all
these printouts were in a big basket, what criteria would Google or Bing use to choose which to
pick out for you?
Please use the space below to list as many aspects as you can think of. Feel free to use examples
if that helps (but please don’t include anything personal).
Q2. As well as choosing things to show, search engines put them in different places on the
results page: near the top, in the middle, down the bottom. Sometimes they also put things on
the left or on the right of the screen. Of course, everything ends up being above, below, or beside
something else.
Again, we are interested in how you think search engines do this.
What do you think determines what goes where on the results page?
Please use the space below to list as many aspects as you can think of. Feel free to use examples
if that helps (but please don’t include anything personal).
A.2 Questions in Interviews
Interviews were based around three open questions and a set of more focused followup questions.
Parts of the script are included in the following. The exact wording varied for each interview,
according to what had been discussed. The introductory section served as a warm-up, and to elicit
examples for later in the interview, so we have not analyzed the responses here. Again, a pilot
phase tested the instruments and the feasibility of coding.
Introduction. We are interested in talking about how you think search engines work. It doesn’t
matter whether you’re right or wrong, I’m interested in what you really think.
To get started, can you tell me a bit about what you do with search engines like Google or Bing?
For example, do you tend to search for work or for your own interest? Do you read everything or
just grab an answer quickly? What sort of things do you type or say? What sort of device do you
normally use?
Part 1. When you give a query to Google, Bing, or another search engine, they respond with a set
of things. These things are deliberately chosen out of hundreds of billions of possibilities. They’re
mostly links to other web pages, but there are also maps, ads, videos, calculators, definitions, and
all sorts of other things. What do you think determines what gets shown on the screen? How do
they choose out of all those billions?
(Let them articulate as many or as few as they can; stop when they say they’re out, or after a long
gap, e.g., a minute with no further contribution. In case of a general statement, e.g., “looks useful,”
push for particular criteria: “how so?” or “how could the search engine tell?”)
Part 2. Search engines also put things in different places on the results page: near the top, in
the middle, down the bottom. Sometimes they also put things on the left or the right. How do you
think they choose what goes where on the results page?
(Let them articulate as many or as few as they can, etc., as previously.)
Part 3. I’m visiting here from Australia, and I was wondering whether there was any sports to
see. So I typed in “sounders” to see if they’re playing or doing anything interesting. This is the
result I got. (Show printout.)
For each labeled result: Can you describe this result? What does it offer? Why do you think this
result in particular was shown? Why do you think it is where it is on the page [compared to . . .]?
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Part 4. What you’ve just done is explain to me why this page is the way it is. In the future,
search engines might be able to explain their choices like you just did. Thinking about what we’ve
just seen but also about the web searches you do, what do you think of this idea? What do you
think you’d want from these explanations? What should the search engines explain exactly? How
should the explanations be shown or how should they be phrased? If there were explanations such
as “this result is here because (pick one of their concepts),” what would you want to do in response?
Would a different page organization be useful to help achieving more transparent search results?
If so, what could help?
The SERP referred to in part 3 is reproduced in Figure 1. Black boxes, which were not in the
SERP shown to participants, mark the results we used for discussion. These were chosen to represent recency (scores), majority intents (scores), “official” pages (Sounders FC), authority (Seattle
Times), topical diversity and location (Bellevue Boat Company, a fictional company selling depth
sounders), and advertising (CenturyLink Field).
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